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		Immerse yourself in learning Python and introductory data analytics with this book’s project-based approach. Through the structure of a ten-week coding bootcamp course, you’ll learn key concepts and gain hands-on experience through weekly projects.

	
		Each chapter in this book is presented as a full week of topics, with Monday through Thursday covering specific concepts, leading up to Friday, when you are challenged to create a project using the skills learned throughout the week. Topics include Python basics and essential intermediate concepts such as list comprehension, generators and iterators, understanding algorithmic complexity, and data analysis with pandas. From beginning to end, this book builds up your abilities through exercises and challenges, culminating in your solid understanding of Python.

	Challenge yourself with the intensity of a coding bootcamp experience or learn at your own pace. With this hands-on learning approach, you will gain the skills you need to jumpstart a new career in programming or further your current one as a software developer.
	
		What You Will Learn

		
			Understand beginning and more advanced concepts of the Python language
	
			Be introduced to data analysis using pandas, the Python Data Analysis library
	
			Walk through the process of interviewing and answering technical questions
	
			Create real-world applications with the Python language
	
			Learn how to use Anaconda, Jupyter Notebooks, and the Python Shell


	
		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		
			
				Those trying to jumpstart a new career into programming, and those already in the software development industry and would like to learn Python programming. 
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Essentials of Radio Wave Propagation (The Cambridge Wireless Essentials Series)Cambridge University Press, 2008
If you need to maximize efficiency in wireless network planning, this quick reference guide to an increasingly complex and difficult topic is for you.  Using real-world case studies, practical problems and minimum mathematics, the author explains simply and clearly how to predict signal strengths in a variety of situations.  More sophisticated...
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Machine Audition: Principles, Algorithms and Systems (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Machine audition is the field of the study of algorithms and systems for the automatic analysis and
	understanding of sound by machine. It plays an important role in many applications, such as automatic
	audio indexing for internet searching, robust speech recognition in un-controlled natural environment,
	untethered audio communication...
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Closed-Loop Control of Blood Glucose (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2010

	This book presents closed-loop blood glucose control in a simple manner, which includes the hardware and "software" components that make up the control system. It provides examples on how mathematical models are formulated as well as the control algorithms that stem from mathematical exercises. The book also describes the basic...
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Complete Vue.js 2 Web Development: Practical guide to building end-to-end web development solutions with Vue.js 2Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a pro in creating modern interactive web applications using this JavaScript framework

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the exciting features of Vue.js 2 through interesting examples and practical recipes
	
			Craft highly modular applications using design patterns and the component...
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Handbook of Digital and Multimedia Forensic EvidenceHumana Press, 2010

	In April 2005, I received a telephone call from Humana Press Senior Editor, Harvey Kane, inquiring whether there might be a need for a book to be published concerning the different aspects of computer forensics. During a subsequent meeting to discuss the current state of available texts covering this topic, I noted to Mr. Kane that there were...
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Design of Low-Power Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable ArchitecturesCRC Press, 2010

	Coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture (CGRA) has emerged as a solution for flexible, application-specific optimization of embedded systems. Helping you understand the issues involved in designing and constructing embedded systems, Design of Low-Power Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architectures offers new frameworks for...
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